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Big Data: Definition

Any collection of data sets so large and 
complex that it becomes difficult to 

process using traditional data 
processing applications

image source:https://www.btelligent.com/themen/big-data/
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Sustainable

The Concept of Sustainable
Development
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image source: https://www.unicef.org/georgia/sustainable-development-goals

Sustainable development
Goals
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How can data help
Use-case 1: Diagnosis



PREVALENCE
TREATMENTS & 

GENERATED DATA

36.5 m 
cases of dementia worldwide [18]
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- More than 600 different diseases of the 
nervous system [17]

- An estimated 6.8 million people die 
every year as a result of neurological 
disorders [17]

- Current diagnosis technologies produce 
huge quantities of data for detection, 
monitoring and treatment

- Medical image data range anywhere 
from a few megabytes to hundreds of 
megabytes per study [17]

Early Diagnosis
The case of neurological diseases



PREVALENCE

TREATMENTS & 
GENERATED DATA
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- World’s deadliest diseases (over 8 million 
deaths in 2019 [19])

- Generated data are high in volume and 
can carry non-linear relationships

Attributes used for a heart disease prediction model -  source : [19]

Clinical Diagnosis
The case of heart diseases



Decision support system 
to the health experts

What’s it for
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Benefits to diagnosis

+ improves accuracy
+ improves consistency
+ increases treatments’ 
   success rate

Assists experts in 
accurately interpreting 

medical big data

What it does

sources : [17]

How can data help
Computer-aided-diagnosis (CAD)



Outbreak
Prediction

Vaccine/Drug 
Production

e.g. noisy adaptive group testing 
strategy with prior information 

on patients [4]

Other directions
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COVID-19
Diagnosis

Spread
Tracking

How can data help
Use-case 2: COVID-19

Main resource used for covering this use-case [24]



To estimate the outbreak possibility To visualize the geographical areas with 
possible outbreak

To perform simulations in order to 
predict the tendency
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Data

How can data help - COVID-19
Outbreak Prediction

The authors developed complex models that can 
accurately formulate the dynamics of the pandemic 
based on huge data sets from Italian Civil Protection 

sources. [2]

Trial implemented in India
indicating that the proposed data analytic can 

estimate the outbreak in short-term intervals, i.e. 
two-week duration [3]

A first trial is an investigation in Wuhan, aiming to 
monitor the people migration from and to Wuhan city 
so that the health agencies can predict the population 

infected with COVID-19 for quarantine. [1]



To determine high correlations 
between the positive infection cases 

and the population size

To estimate the maximum number of infected 
patients in a certain area

To evaluate the relationship between 
the number of infected cases and the 

average temperature in different 
countries
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Data

How can data help - COVID-19
Spread Tracking

A large dataset is collected from China National 
Health Commission with 854,424 air passengers left 

55 Wuhan Airport to 49 cities in China during the 
period of December 2019-January 2020  [5]

Results show that in northern hemisphere countries, 
the growth rate should significantly decrease due to 

the warmer weather and lockdown policies, 
compared to the southern hemisphere countries [6]

A growth law  resulted from combined datasets 
collected from China, Singapore, South Korea, and 
Italy to build a comprehensive analytic model for 

virus spread tracking [7]



To early diagnose the SARS-CoV-2 To make prediction of treatment outcomes To define guidelines with useful tools 
to serve the diagnosis and treatment
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Data

How can data help - COVID-19
COVID-19 Diagnosis

A study in [11] introduced a robust, sensitive, specific 
and highly quantitative solution based on multiplex 

polymerase chain reactions that are able to diagnose 
the SARS-CoV-2

A large-scale data of Zhongnan Hospital of Wuhan 
University has been analysed from a collection 

system where 11,500 persons were screened, and 276 
were identified as suspected infectious victims, and 

170 were diagnosed. [12]



To enable critical screening of the 
spike sequence and structure from 

SARS CoV-2

To develop subunit vaccines based on 
approaches of reverse vaccinology

To facilitate the vaccine production
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Data

How can data help - COVID-19
Vaccine/Drug Production

The work in [14] used the GISAID database 
(www.gisaid.org/CoV2020/) to extract the amino acid 

residues

A huge dataset has been also collected from the 
National Center of Biotechnology Information for 

facilitating vaccine production [16]. Different peptides 
were proposed for developing a new vaccine against 

COVID-19.

The strain of the SARS-CoV-2 has been selected by 
reviewing numerous entries of the online database of 

the National Center for Biotechnology Information 
[15]



What does the intersection 
of Big Data and COVID-19 

look like?

What does the data used 
for fighting COVID-19 look 

like?
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How can data help - COVID-19
Relevant questions
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How can data help - COVID-19
What does the data used for fighting COVID-19 look like?

- Patient health records

- X-Ray and CT scans

- Infected case history

- Outbreak area information

Image source: 
https://news.google.com/covid19/map?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3A

en&state=1 

Image source: 
https://www.insurancejournal.com/app/uploads/2019/02/microsoft-cloud-
bots-medical-records.jpg 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.insurancejournal.com%2Fnews%2Fnational%2F2019%2F02%2F07%2F517058.htm&psig=AOvVaw0sjP3rMB_5dIQe0Zr6u2bv&ust=1614344736851000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAYQjRxqFwoTCMDEv5uNhe8CFQAAAAAdAAAAABAP
https://news.google.com/covid19/map?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen&state=1
https://news.google.com/covid19/map?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen&state=1
https://www.insurancejournal.com/app/uploads/2019/02/microsoft-cloud-bots-medical-records.jpg
https://www.insurancejournal.com/app/uploads/2019/02/microsoft-cloud-bots-medical-records.jpg
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How can data help - COVID-19
What does the intersection of Big Data and COVID-19 look like?

A framework for COVID-19 diagnosis and surveillance [24] Big data and its applications for fighting COVID-19 pandemic [24]



Patients’ trust is mainly 
towards their physician

Health records are worth money

Why should we protect health data?

How can data be dangerous
Privacy



SSN NAME DoB SEX ZIP MARITAL 
STATUS DISEASE

64/09/13 F 94141 DIVORCED STOMACH 
ULCER

64/04/15 F 94139 MARRIED CHEST PAIN

63/03/13 M 94139 MARRIED GASTRITIS

63/03/18 M 94139 MARRIED SHORT BREATH

64/09/27 F 94138 SINGLE SHORT BREATH
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Example of published de-identified microdata

How information can be disclosed:

● Linking Attack
● Similarity Attack
● Skewness Attack

How can data be dangerous
Privacy
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What’s the risk of being re-identified?

63-87%
of US population can be identified by their

ZIP Date of Birth Sex

How can data be dangerous
Privacy
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“What do you think are the major 
challenges that need to be 

discussed and addressed in the 
future based on what we’re 

experiencing now ?”

The lack of standard datasets
Many AI algorithms and big data platforms have been 

proposed, but they are not tested using the same dataset.

For example, we cannot decide which algorithm is better for 
the virus detection since two datasets may have different 

numbers of samples or noise could be present, etc

Privacy and security challenges
New laws protecting user privacy have been 

enacted (GDPR) and others will be (ePrivacy) by 
the European Union. For this reason it is 

necessary to enforce these regulations to 
protect the privacy of users, but further work 

must be done to make this happen

MR. NOBODY

RED TEAM

RED TEAM

Ending Discussion
Challenges and Solutions
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